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Shaping Strategies &The Big Shift:
20th C. Push Economy => 21st C. Pull Economy

Bringing Coherence
to a World of Constant Flux

Our Context

21st C infrastructure: no stability in sight

S-curve

driven by continual exponential
advances in computation

stable over decades.
S-curve

20th C infrastructure
50 yrs

S-curve

S-curve

Skills, Social Practices & forms of Entertainment
evolve around new technologies

50 yrs

21st C infrastructure

rapid set of punctuated moves
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Stocks =====> Flows
protecting/delivering
authoritative
knowledge assets

participating
in knowledge flows

In a world of increasingly rapid change,
the half life of a given stock or skill is

constantly shrinking.

canons/genres
relatively fixed

genres fluid:
second screen,
transmedia,

participatory culture
world building

The world just came together so quickly. We
have little understanding of its true diversity . .

Tim El-Hady (Aspen 2010)

A Cambrian Moment

The past as a solution set is no longer a viable
option. We need a new tool set.

John Rendon (Aspen 2010)

A Cambrian Moment

New kinds of opportunities The grand opportunity:
don’t just adapt – shape!
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Shape with strategies that mobilize
global ecosystems and transform
industries &markets through a
positive, galvanizing message that
delivers benefits to all who adopt it.

Examples of companies that used
shaping strategies to shape
entire ecosystems

Salesforce.com – software as a service
Google – advertising business - AdSense
Facebook – social networking – social graph
Spotify – operating system for music
SeaLand – global shipping company
Microsoft – Wintel

But how did they do it?

• Shaping View – that deeply inspires
• A Platform -- that scales
• Actions/Assets -- that show trust

Three key ingredients to a
Shaping Strategy:

Shaping view that inspires
�Provide a vivid idea of what a market or
industry would look like in the long
term (5 to 10 years) – the big picture…
�Describes fundamental industry forces
and attractive economics for participants
�Provides focus direction for participating
companies
�Identifies where the opportunities lie
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• Provides two kinds of leverage for
participants, thereby reducing their risk:
development – scalability & flexibility
interactional – simplicity of its use
coherence – act like a dynamic attractor

• Clearly defines standards and practices to
guide the activities of large numbers of
participants

• Increases in value and functionality as
more participants join

Shaping Platform

Can even be fractal: shapers within shapers.

�Signal a long-term commitment of
shaper and emphasis on trust-based
relationships

� Reduce the platform adoption risks
faced by potential participants

Assets and Actions

PLATFORM

SHAPINGVIEW

ACTS & ASSETS PARTICIPANTS

1

2

3

Three elements help shapers reach
critical mass more quick.

• Adopt and enhance the platform by
delivering products or services tailored to it

• Provide feedback on, and lend credibility to,
the view and platform

• Supply missing assets to the shaper

Ecosystem Participants

Thereby forming a virtuous circle
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A new tool set
Cloud computing
Graphic Processing Chips/systems – GPUs
Social networks
Big Data Analytic Engines
Sentiment analysis (on trailers, etc)jonathan taplin
2nd Screen – ubiquitous computing
Transmedia (in many forms)
5D – building immersive worlds as texture
Experience architecture : (layered architectures for

emotion rather than just engagement)

Each is a big deal; but together they create
awesome opportunities but also disruptions

Drivers for change will catalyze four
fundamental disruptions

and change the dynamics of innovation

1

2

3

4

Differentiated value of
cloud providers

Capability of existing
premise-based

platforms to meet
business needs

New delivery
models

Addressing unmet needs of
business ecosystems

Restructuring of the IT
industry

Disruption of
other industries

The customer segments benefiting most from this
disruption are typically cash-strapped, growing

rapidly, and lack on-premise support

�Start-ups
�SMBs
�High growth enterprises
�Edges of enterprises

�IaaS on-demand
�SaaS functionality

�Lower up-front capital outlays

�Lower fixed costs

�Speed to scale

1 New delivery models

O
U
T
C
O
M
E

Amazon’s Cloud and web services (AWS)
creates an ecosystem

that enables startups to get going fast
and scale quickly (on demand).

Animoto startup –
(personal MTVs)

went viral one day on Facebook:
scaled from 50 servers to 5000 servers

in just about a day
on the Amazon Cloud
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3

vertical cloud stacks start to
specialize into horizontal
layers and services.

In wave 3, emerging demands of complex
ecosystems & large scale enterprises lead to

specialized, federated cloud infrastructural services

Cloud service providers
enhance differentiation

e.g., Data Fabric/clouds – redefining
analytic architectures + GPUs
(Greenplum, Aster Data, Hive, DryadLINQ)

Unique intense,
complex compu-
tational tasks.

Structured =============> Semi- structured
Bring the data to the computer vs. computers to data

100s -1000s of cheap computers
SQL =====>NOSQL + SQL

Map Reduce & Hadoop – a new game
the data explosion & data mining.

In wave 4, industry specific cloud solutions will
emerge to address specific needs:

Business as a Service

�Industry and
market shapers

�Mature, robust enterprise architecture
�Interoperability
�Collaboration platforms
�Leveraging scale and scope

4
Disruption of
non IT industries

Healthcare, Energy (smart grids), Media

The impact of Cloud Computing has the ability to
disrupt the structure of the healthcare industry

Prevention
Providers

Disease Specific
Providers

Fitness Providers

Personal
Health
Record
Managers

Personal
Health
Advisors

Support
Communities

Patient

Devices Analytic Service
Providers

Urgent/
Convenient care

Accountable Care Organizations (ACO)a start!
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Transmedia is “defined as a story or narrative
unfolding across different media and channels,
each contributing content, knowledge and
collaborative experiences that expand the

story world.” (a form of world building – back story,..)
for deepening audience engagement but
who is in control explicitly or implicitly?

And note, engagement is different from emotional
entanglement!)

transmedia

(millenialmusingmeghan 3/24/2012)

Tag cloud
transmedia, storytelling, participatory culture,
imagined worlds, multiple channels, fandom,

emergent vs. designed/controlled,
movie campaign, branding,
additive comprehension,
convergence vs. replacement

.

65,000
stories &
podcasts

Fanfiction.com forums
wikis
videos
podcasts
contests

Harry Potter Worldwide Movement

6,314 communities of interest
1,774 discussion forums
386,000 stories archived

Fanfiction.net

Wizard Rock: 750 bands +++
Stephen King: …. are displays of authorial laziness.

District IDs,
interactive Capitol tours
Capitol TV,
Capital Couture
Hunger Games Adventures
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Transmedia: potential for shaping?

{SIRI}

The Bigger Picture

Shaping View

Platform
Communicated LateCommunicated Early

*Rankings are directional in scope only

Conviction FocusedCapability Focused

The genetic makeup is not the same for all shapers

The evolution of a shaping strategy can vary depending on
the underlying strength of the shaping vision, platform and

commitment of actions & assets

Late DeploymentEarly Deployment
Acts & Assets

Objectives of
Incumbent

Advantages of being an
Incumbent

Challenges of being an
Incumbent

� Enter new markets

� Expand into adjacent
markets

� Increase market size

� Restructure portions
of the value chain

� Significant capabilities

� Broad/deep relationships

� Track record of success

� Survival (unlike most startups)

� Deep pockets

� Embedded learning

� Not invented here (NIH)

� Curse of deep pockets

� Abuse of power concerns

� Short term ROI horizon

� Potential for cannibalization

Shaping strategies are not just for start-ups

Incumbents can be successful shapers
but face a different set of advantages and challenges

compared to start-ups.
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CONSUMERS
DIGITALMEDIAMENU

The DDMF Will Enable Digital Media Consumption

DIGITALMEDIA
RETAILER
retailer

DIGITAL
DISTRIBUTION
CLEARINGHOUSE
distributor

CONTENT
CREATOR
manufacturer

Purchase content

Pay licensing fees

Initiate the order

Pay distribution fees

Delivermasters

Pay royalties

2

4

3

8

9

Advertise content

7

Distribute content

DEVICES

Bandwidth Providers,MSOs, etc.

Diagram Key:

Content Flow
ValueChain
Marketing

5

2

Pay transaction fees6 1

Thank You
Center for the Edge

Deloitte


